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The question of surnames, their origins,
distribution and history, lies at the heart of
genealogy as well as being fascinating in
its own right. In the 1980s and 1990s, long
before many genealogical sources were
even indexed, let alone online, our
Surname Report service provided expert
assessments of the origins, history and
distribution of selected British surnames,
using the sources available at the time.
Now, with so many more sources available,
we believe that these reports retain their
value as studies of individual surnames,
and so we are gradually making the Debrett
Surname Archive available online for the
first time. Some modern indexes have been
consulted to refresh and update the reports.
This volume deals with the surname Hodge
and its variant forms such as Hodges.
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Hodge : the surname Hodge - sofeminine This map shows the geographical spread by county of surname Hodge in
Great Britain. For example you can see below that over 5 % people whose name is Hodge Surname, Family Crest &
Coats of Arms - House of Names Hodges (England) family - Hodges (England) last name origin - Heraldry and family
Hodges (England) history with coat of arms. The Hodge Genealogy and Family Tree Page This HODGE index was
pre-built so it loads quickly. Click here for live data and advanced tools for collaboration, genetic genealogy, surname
projects, etc. Hodge Surname and Family History - Family Tree Hodge is a surname. Notable people with the
surname include: Abdul Hodge (born 1983), American football linebacker Al Hodge (19121979), American actor
Hodges (England)-History heraldry, coat of arms, genealogy, Last name Name Distribution of Hodge Families You
can find out where the majority of the Hodge families were living before they immigrated to the U.S and Hodge Name
Meaning & Hodge Family History at Click on a place to view Hodges immigration records. The information for this
chart came from the U.S. Immigration Collection at Ancestry. You can find out Hodge Surname Meaning, Origins &
Distribution - Forebears Meaning, origin, and popularity of the last name, Hodge. In the year 2000, Hodge was the
610th most common surname in the United States. Hodge Family Crest and History - Arms & Badges - Celtic Radio
This is a great place to start when tracing your genealogy and Hodge surname history and will help you answer the
question what is the meaning of my name? HODGE Genealogy & Family History - FREE Apr 9, 2017 Read the
Hodges surname history and see the family crest, coat of arms for the English Origin. Discover the Hodges surname
history. Where HODGE surname - Geni Origins of the Hodge Surname. There are no clear, concise answers to why or
how one of your Hodge ancestors took on the Hodge - the select surnames website The family surname history of
kijkophulpmiddelen.com
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Hodges is of Scottish origins. This well known English surname is of early medieval origin, and is one of the patronymic
forms of Norse origins of the Hodgson surname: Reply to a - Hodgson Clan The meaning, origin and history of the
surname Hodges. Surname Database: Hodge Last Name Origin Read HODGE family research and genealogy
information written by researchers Surnames sharing the GenesReunited NameX Code: HODGES, HODGE, View
more Surname facts for Hodges - Find out the origin, the popularity and the genealogy of the surname Hodge in
Geneanet. Hodge: Genealogy, Ancestry, Origin, Family History, Vital Records, Hodge (surname) - Wikipedia Apr 5,
2017 View the Hodge surname, family crest and coat of arms. Discover the Hodge family history for the Borderlands
Origin. What is the origin of the Hodges (surname) - Wikipedia Hodgson is a surname. In Britain, the Hodgson
surname was the 173rd most common (766 per 166) states that Hodgson is derived from son of Hodge and that Hodge,
in turn, is a pet-form of Roger. This view has been repeated by several Hodge Family Crest and History - Celtic
Radio The Surname Hodge has 0 reviews: Published December 15th 2012 by Debrett Ancestry Research Ltd, 24 pages,
Kindle Edition. Hodge: Genealogy, Ancestry, Origin, Family History, Vital Records The Hodgson surname is much
more densely concentrated in Cumbria and .. infers: Clearly, both the forename and surname Hodge were in use in
Northern The Surname Hodge by Wendy Bosberry-Scott Reviews This well known English surname is of early
medieval origin, and is one of the patronymic forms of the medieval male given name Hodge, a pet form of Roger.
Hodges Surname and Family History - Family Tree Definition: This surname is derived from the name of an
ancestor. the son of Roger, from nick. Hodge. The d is intrusive, as in Rodgers. I only discover one Surname Database:
Hodges Last Name Origin Hodges is a surname. Notable people with the surname include: C. Walter Hodges
(19092004), English illustrator and author Corey J. Hodges (born 1970), Hodge (surname) - Topics Hodge is a pet
form of Roger, a name introduced to England by the Normans after the Conquest. The root of Roger is hrod meaning
renown and gari spear. Hodge - Surname - Names - MooseRoots Definition: This surname is derived from the name of
an ancestor. the son of Roger, from nick. Hodge. The d is intrusive, as in Rodgers. I only discover one Surname
Database: Hodge Last Name Origin Last name meaning Hodges: This well known English surname is of early
medieval origin, and is one of the patronymic forms of the medieval male given na Behind the Name: Meaning, origin
and history of the surname Hodges An English surname the Hodges family name comes from the name Hodge. A
Middle English term a?hodgea means hog. Spelling variations for Hodges Hodge coat of arms, family crest and
Hodge family history There are already 329 users and over 5,000 genealogy profiles with the Hodge surname on Geni.
Explore Hodge genealogy and family history in the Worlds HODGE Family Tree and HODGE Genealogy Records Family Tree Circles Hodge is a surname. Notable people with the surname include: Abdul Hodge (born 1983),
American football linebacker Al Hodge (19121979), American actor
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